The global existence and asymptotic behavior of smooth solutions to the initial-boundary value problem for the 1-D Lyumkis energy transport model in semiconductor science is studied. When the boundary is insulated, the smooth solution of the problem converges to a stationary solution of the drift diffusion equations, exponentially fast as t -> oo.
Introduction.
The energy transport models in semiconductor science can be derived directly from the Boltzmann equation in the diffusion limit [1, 2, 8, 13, 12] , or obtained formally from the hydrodynamic equations by neglecting certain terms [13] . where the unknowns /i, T are the chemical potential of the electrons and the electron temperature, respectively, V is the electrostatic potential, n is the electron density, E is the density of the internal energy, W(^,T) is the energy relaxation term, satisfying W(n,T)(T -To) < 0, where the positive constant To is the lattice temperature, Jx is the carrier flux density, J? is the energy flux density, or the heat flux, L are the diffusion matrices, A is the scaled Debye length, and C(x) is the doping profile which represents the background of the device. The expressions for n, E, L, and W are constitutive relations. Various forms, corresponding to different models, are found in the literature.
In a parabolic band structure, the relations for n and E derived from the Boltzmann equation are n = T5exp{^}, E=^nT.
(1.3)
Several authors have recently studied stationary energy transport models [6, 9, 14, 4] , and have obtained useful results. For the transient case, the first results on the existence of a weak solution and its large time behavior for a more general parabolic system were obtained by P. Degond, S. Genieys, and A. Jiingel [7] . They employed semidiscretization of time and used the entropy function under physically motivated Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions and initial conditions. Furthermore, these authors have established in [11] the regularity and uniqueness when the coefficient matrix L depends solely on x. Unfortunately, however, in both [7] and [11] it is required that L be uniformly positive definite, while the more interesting situation in physics arises when the coefficient matrix is merely positive definite. L. Chen and L. Hsiao [5] have studied the existence and uniqueness of solutions in (W^'l(QT))'2 xLq(0, r; Wg(Cl)), when L is not a priori uniformly positive definite. In this paper we consider an energy transport model in which L is not uniformly positive definite.
The Lyumkis model [3] is a typical energy transport model derived by physicists. In one space dimension we can write it directly as
J2~ A w= 2 n(To-T) TqT 2 in a parabolic domain Qr = (0,1) x (0, r], where /jo is the mobility constant, and To is the relaxation time. System (1.4) is a special case of (1.1) (1.2), with coefficient matrix
Without loss of generality, we may choose = ---= A = 1 to get
There are other models simulating semiconductor devices, namely hydrodynamic models (HD) and drift diffusion models (DD). One can find a discussion on how these are related in [13] . In [10] , L. Hsiao and T. Yang have investigated the relation between HD and DD models by comparing their large time behavior. Since ET and DD models can be obtained from the HD model under different scaling, one may expect that solutions derived in the context of the ET model will exhibit similar large time behavior as those for the HD model.
The main purpose of this paper is to study the global existence and the large time behavior of solutions to (1.4) in one space dimension when the initial data are close to a stationary solution of the corresponding solutions for the linear DD model. This provides, in a certain sense, a description of the relation of these models.
We consider the following initial conditions n(x,0) = n7(x), T{x,0) = T/(x), (1.7) and boundary conditions of insulation, ji(0,t) =ji(l,t) = 0, J2(0,t) =j2(M) = 0, Vx{0,t) = Vx{l,t) = 0, (1.8) which are equivalent to the boundary conditions n^O, t) = t%(1, t) = 0, Tx(0,t) = Tx(l,t) = 0, Vx{0,t) = Vx(l,t) = 0. (1.9)
When one considers the solutions with n > 0, T > 0, it is required for compatibility that nix(0) = nIx(l) = 0, TIx(0) = TIx(l) = 0.
(1.10)
The special stationary problem we consider here is (AfT$)x-^rVx = 0, Tj (1.11) The following theorem is similar to one obtained in [10] .
1.11) Theorem 1.1. Suppose 0 < C < C{x) < C and let (Af,V) be the solution of (1.12). Then
The main theorem we obtain in this paper is 1.13)
1.14)
1.15) In fact, in the problem discussed here, the asymptotic estimate can be obtained in H1. However, an Hi estimate must be proved in order to guarantee local existence. We will obtain these estimates in Sec. 3.
Local existence
and uniqueness.
In this section, we discuss the local existence of the solution. Problem (1.6)(1.7)(1.9) can be written explicitly in the following form: Proof. We will use the Banach fixed point theorem. We consider the space
where (0, r) is a time interval to be fixed later. It is easy to see that the following metric is complete in X:
Define a map F(u,v) = (n.T), for (u,v) € X, in the following way. First, for u given above, solve the Poisson equation for V, Vxx = u-C(x), in (0,1) Vx(0,t) = Vx(l,t) = Q, and then solve the following linear system for (n,T),
By (u,v) € X and the Sobolev embedding theorem, all the coefficients in the above strongly parabolic system belong to Ltx(QT) and there exists Ai > 0 such that
Thus, by the classical theory for linear parabolic systems, (2.5) is solvable. Now one has to show that F maps X into itself and F is contractive in X, provided r is sufficiently small.
In the sequel, K will denote a generic constant which depends on M, D, T, and Ai > 0.
By ( 
where by (u,v) S X and (2.7),(2.14), With the help of (1.14) (1.15) (1.16) and (3.1), we deduce IJVxl, |AU> |Vx|, I^t, I^x|, l/l < 0(6). Now we can estimate the first derivatives with the help of (3.9) and (3.13), jtJo + /2) + ai it 2xx + i>l+iP2 + f2x + f2) < 0, (3.14) 11 1 where ax = min{T02 A, T02 + CT0 2, T0 2, CT0 2 }. Next we proceed to estimate the higher order derivatives. Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we need to estimate \\tpXx(',Ollff2 + H/xxO, Ollff1-First we estimate \\ipt{', t)\\h2 + \\ft(-,t)\\Hi, and then we obtain the desired estimate with the help of (3.7) and (3. 
